
the bottom line
ABOVE

Dear partners and Supporters,

What better an opportunity than now to shed light on the important things around us – 
a time when we can look back on the year that has passed and prepare for the year ahead?

For us at Reef Conservation, more than ever, we refuse to lose our identity due to the
alarming state of our lagoons & beaches. Our coasts and lagoons are for us beyond
environmental issues, they form part of our Mauritian identity and culture.

What will we be without our beaches, the witness of our sharing, happiness, religious 
and cultural heritage?
What is the livelihood alternative for those who feed their families from the lagoon?
Can we afford losing thousands of jobs and put our economy at risk by losing our tourism?

As 2021 draws to a close and we reflect on the challenges of the past year
in Mauritius and around the world due to COVID 19, the team at Reef
Conservation are proud of all we have been able to accomplish to
support communities and help protect our coastal and marine
ecosystems. Our dedication and belief in inclusive, community driven,
nature-based solutions has only grown stronger.

I would like to take this opportunity to extend a sincere thank you to all of
our funders, sponsors, partners, and well-wishers. Without your belief in
our projects and your support, none of what we do would be possible!

I also extend my sincere gratitude to the passion driven and dedicated
team here at Reef Conservation for their hard work and enthusiasm.
Thank you.

We encourage each one of you to learn about the positive actions that
you can adopt to help preserve the environment around our beautiful
island. These actions start at home! Together, let’s make a difference as
we look forward to 2022.

Season’s greetings and best wishes for the coming year!

 

Francois

Kathy

These are crucial questions we need to address to avoid ‘an imminent reality’ and to
safeguard our beaches and lagoons.
Time is of the Essence! And Reef Conservation will dedicate more scientific research, more
education and more sensitisation of our community on the importance of living in a
peaceful and respectful environment.

Thank you for your support and trust in our daily actions. We all need each other to not
lose our Mauritian identity.

Warm wishes,
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HELLO EVERYONE,

WELCOME

Follow us... 
.. .we are on Facebook!



Sensitisation sessions through Bislamer to showcase the
mangrove (in Pointe Jerome, Albion, Grand Sable, ...)

Monitoring work in Paletuvier and Melville with 
3 vegetation plots set up in each location. Preliminary survey in
the mangrove at Ferney, near Nyon river.

Collection of sediment samples in Ferney in September to assess the level of oil still present in the sediment.

New round of visual survey along the South-East coast to evaluate visually the impact of the spilled oil on the
mangroves.

Citizen science app under development, kick off 2022.

Reef Conservation started the SOS Mangrove Programme
following the MV Wakashio oil spill that affected
approximately 32 km of coastline in the South-East of
Mauritius. Reef Conservation partnered with government
agencies and international experts to conduct mangrove
monitoring and in parallel, we continued monthly visual
surveys in 15 mangrove sites from Blue Bay to Trou d’eau
douce in order to record the first signs of potential impacts on
the mangroves affected and compare their health with
unaffected mangroves.
Following these initial surveys, Reef Conservation also shared
its expertise with the National Parks and Conservation Service
(NPCS) and assisted in the monitoring of the Pointe d’Esny
Ramsar site.

Projects, Programmes & Initiatives

SOS MANGROVE

The Research Team's checklist

Visit our Youtube channel for + insights



Unlock Nature is a digital citizen science project open to
everyone that explores how events such as Covid-19 and the
Wakashio Oil Spill have affected natural landscapes and
whether these have been positive or negative.
We invite you to share with us your concerns, thoughts and
views about your favourite local natural places on the
LANDSCAPE CONNECT Apps. 

With your help, we can better identify what environment
Mauritians favor the most on their island and develop
educational tools better adapted to the needs and interest
of the population!

How to do so ? 3 easy steps :
1/Download the App 
2/Plan a visit to a natural place 
3/Take a photo and answer a few questions. This new project started in February 2021 , for a 2 years

period. The objective? Control the population outbreak of
COTs (Crown of Thorns) starfish around Mauritius. 
What is COTs or Crown of Thorns Acanthaster SP:
- A large, multi-armed coral eating starfish.
- The most well known biological threats to coral reefs.
 - An outbreak of COTs can reduce the live coral cover by
90% + severely cause harm to reef-associated species (reef
fishes and benthic communities).!

Actions within the project range from strengthening the
observer network, assessing and controlling the infested
sites as per the National COTs protocol, training on data
collection and injection methodology, and sensitization
campaign to raise awareness and support the control
actions. 

Projects, Programmes & Initiatives

UNLOCK NATURE

COTS 

Visit our Youtube channel for + insights



The Ecozone is a feasability study that looks at extending the
VMCA to include coastal areas. It is a voluntary sustainable
project for the well-being and advancement of the local
population. It is a concept that allows its inhabitants to form a
united and supportive community respectful of nature.  
Since the start of this study we have been able to acquire a lot of
data, whether scientific or community, and this has enabled us to
delimit a pilot area in the Cap Malheureux region for this
feasibility study including the VMCA.

This 5-year project, funded by the European Union through
the European Commission, was launched May 2021. Carried
out in collaboration with local, regional and international
experts, including the Global Ocean Institute of the World
Maritime University and the University of Södertörn 
The objective ? Seeking to build resilience to coastal erosion
by initiating nature-based solutions through seagrass
restoration.
The project also aims to identify and assess the ecosystem
services provided by seagrass meadows and why they are
important to coastal inhabitants.
Reef Conservation will study the carbon storage capacity
and the role of the seagrass meadow as a habitat for many
commercially important fish species.

SEAGRASS
VOLUNTARY MARINE
CONSERVATION AREA  (VMCA)

Carrying out monthly scientific monitoring of the VMCA area by
following the evolution of coral bleaching, temperature and water
quality, as well as the rate of coral cover. 
 August/September/October and November 2021 monitoring show
no significant bleaching effect, with a few pale hard coral colonies
(stress related caused by water temperature rise).

Specific monitoring on the snorkeling trail, to evaluate visitors
impact in this area, through monthly monitoring for possible
damaged, broken coral. The tourist activities resumed in October
2021 and for the moment, we have not seen any major damage
related to this activity. 

Insights from the Research Team

Thanks to a special fund received by our sponsor The
Goodplanet Foundation, and in order to support the community
of Cap Malheureux, more than 600 breakfasts were distributed
through the local schools to children, as well as protective
masks and special equipment to the VMCA committee.

How do we support the ommunity?

Visit our Youtube channel for + insights

Visit our Youtube channel for + insights



Eco-Schools is an international school-based Education for
Sustainable Development Programme of FEE. Currently
implemented in 70 countries with over 56, 000 schools joined
to the initiative, the programme focuses on including students
in sustainable solutions.
Over the years, the most recurrent themes have been
"Waste, Biodiversity, Water and Soil & Air". The programme
currently focuses on 3 priority themes: 1) Environmental
Pollution, 2) Biodiversity Loss, and 3) Climate Change.

Projects, Programmes & Initiatives

ECOSCHOOLS

Reef Conservation launched the first National Eco-Schools
Learning Campaign around the theme of Biodiversity.

#ONEwithNature biodiversity campaign mobilises 25 Eco-
Schools in Mauritius to combat biodiversity loss.

WIth the contribution of HSBC, Rogers Foundation and the
heartwarming participation of sportsman Kevin Mayer through
Small Steps Matters, we have collected funds to support the
development of the Biodiversity campaign.

Reef Conservation, as the National Operator for
the Eco-Schools and Young Reporters the
Environment (YRE) programmes in Mauritius,
has become a full member of the Foundation
for Environmental Education (FEE) in 2021.

Did you know?

The Biodiversity Campaign

Visit our Youtube channel for + insights

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/onewithnature?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZWsQsLXwl-bQDyxp3y_PGECaGHpqD2iIFdiI_RPQcOa3pQC0woGn8SUszdsMIt-XCRIkFns2p6OYaTJO7aOzXFfTRjoIJww35YAZKLyptIyzy2aJeUb-IKs6zBpC9l1yFqpkmemo5JK_0H-9NmuMwGzVTKFV3yTTgfgn8zo_jAgWVYXaPjnRhUe2pySeGw4NEV4mXczoUGziF_-utvIjQ4JXdfod4ykZXl3dCu7nLTyvA&__tn__=*NK-R


More insights on our
international competitions
and Trashhack
campaign.

In collaboration with Réunion and Seychelles islands, this
programme aims at raising awareness among children in the
Indian Ocean about coral reef ecosystem and biodiversity. 
The programme is about communicating and transmitting
scientific knowledge about coral reefs, discovering and
reconnecting to the reefs to adapt behaviour, and develop
networking with the other islands in the Indian ocean to
disseminate & implement concrete conservation actions.

PAREO
YOUNG REPORTERS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

Young Reporters for the Environment is a platform for youth
aged 11–25 to explore social and environmental issues and
find solutions through investigative reporting, photography
and video journalism
More than 117 participants spread in 21 clubs have
undertaken the programme, with the support of 32
coordinators, with a batch of 8 students participating in
Communication Skills Workshop by the Speakers Trust.

SUSTAINABLE ISLAND
MAURITIUS

From October 2020 to October 2021, 183 students from Ecole
Hoteliere Sir Gaetan Duval and members of the community in
the South East region have been trained. 
231 participants from the tourism industry have been trained
and have learnt how to protect the precious wonders of our
coastal & marine environment.
Well done to all participants !

Visit our Youtube channel for + insights

Visit our Youtube channel for + insights



BISLAMER

Did you know?

Bis Lamer, Reef Conservation’s Marine Mobile
Education Unit, brings the discovery of coastal
and marine ecosystems, ecological challenges,
and sustainable practices to numerous
audiences.

In 2021, more than 2200 people have
been sensitised and since inception of
this programme,  Bislamer and the
team reached out nearly 50,500
people. 
Well done to Bislamer's team 
of educators !

Thank you for your trust and support  in 2021.
 

See you in 2022 !
 

Visit our Youtube channel for + insights


